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. .. • ~he cr.oss section for f.> -particle production in the collision of free neutrinos :with nuclei 

·. was first evaluated in 1934. by Bethe and Pierls _1 . As is well-known the cross section. for 1 MeV 

neutrinos was expected to be w-44 cm2. Because of this for a long time the effects induced by 

free neutrinos were considered unobservable. Later on it was shown 2,3 that experimenting with 

free neutrinos was a real possibility and only recently some experiments were performed in which 

free a·ntineutrinos from reactors were. used. These experiments, in fact, showed that free neutrino 

effects are-observable and, thus demonstrated the 'reality; of neutrin~s 4. They proved also the 
two-component-nature 4 of neutrinos and indicated that the neutrino and the antineutrino are dif-
ferent particles. 5 . · 

The purpose of this paper is to emphasize the possibility of solving new problems of neutrino 

physics by investigating some effects induced by free neutrinos which have not yet been discussed. 

· Such experiments may appear to be unfeasible at present, but the discussion of their plannin'g . 

seems to be not more premature than was at its time the discus_sion o_f experiments with antineutri
. nos from reactors. 

. Mainly at~ention wilL be drawn to the pos~ibility of answe~ingthe question whether the neutri

nos emitted in 'the 7f~fl -decay (V,u) and the neutrinos emitt~d i~ the (3 -decay ( J)e) are 

identical particles. 

REACTIONS INDUCED BY NEUTRINOS 

All the known slow processes are, apparently, due to the interaction between the following 
. fermion pairs: . · 

-j- ' T rv ""-' 

( e Ji J ; ( jA- JJfv ) , ( f /}v > , ( Jv II ) 
t e- ~ > l (~- ~ > ) ( F -vv >1 ( F !\) ( 1 ) 

·Any pair of particles. may interact with the same pair or with another one; accordin~ to the · · . 
. Markov-Sakata-:Okun6 scheme,strange particles othet than A -hyperons are not included'in the com

position of the 'strange' pair. In terms of the universal interaction theory. 7,8 this scheme impli

es that the curr.ent j+ .. en,tering into the weak interaction Lagrangian consists of four terms 

J+ = J e+ve + J !A--+vr-- + j ~tv t ) 1\ fv ·c 2 > 

each of which corresponds to the above::~entioned pairs. 

Some processes induced by frc:e ne-~trinos, if the 1\larkov-Sakata-Okun scheme and the universal . 
interaction. theory are assumed to be v~i,id, are listed below (Table 1). 



The question whether. l)e and JJ~ are identical particles is open and will be discussed 

in the next. Section. There are no reasons for asserting that Ji and V;.v are identical partie· 

les. Therefore, in the Table and in the different terms ofthe lepton current it was writtene+li, 

~: L) f\' and not efV 
1 

)-.(., + J.) as is usually accepted. 

T ·a b 1 e I. 

SOME REACTIONS INDUCED BY FREE NEUTRINOS ON REAL 
TARGETS 

NN Reaction 

1. {{+{u~ e.++'\IV 

- 3~ 'H ... 
2. \i tCt~ A .,.e, 2,3,5 

3. ~ + u3J....A3'T+e.-

4. lle. +A~ rr++e.""-rA 

Ye +A~ 1( + e.++ A 

..... - - 0 
.5. Ve. te ~ rr + Tr· 

~ + 
6. \{ + r- -? 1\ + ~ 

1"- A + Ve. + ~ hyperfragments r e. 

- - + '. Ye. + "}\, -7 L + e 

N o t e 

In· investigating this process 4 free neutralletto ns 
were first observed. The experiment supported the two·· 
component nat1,1re of the neutrino. · 

The non·observability of this process 5 proved 
that Ye. and V.e., are not identi~al particles. 

The investigation of this process might be of- in· 
terest in astrophysics, particularly, for measuring the 
neutrino flux from the sun.C9) · · 

Inverse IT-e. -decay in the field of a_nucleus. 
Note that Ve produce rr+ -mesons, \i -pro
duce rr- ·mesons. 

1"-

0nly V (but not Y ) may produce strange 
particles. 

This process may occur only in nuclei. 
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8. Ve, + A ~ J<. t t e.- + A 
v~ +A--? k-+e+ +A 

. -
10. Ve. + ~---7 Ye +e..-

Ye +A~ Ye +e,++e.- t A 
'l+A -7 }i+e.++e- +A 

tlfiWI" • ,.., ' -.-- ;· 

12. 1i . + i --7 Jlf'V 7- fN 
))e. + e:· _ _, v~ + ~ 

13. ·.· Y'~ +A --7 vfY +e+~fi'-+A 

Ye +A~ Vft- +e~+f-t-++A 

15. 'V~+A~ rr~~ +A· 
- . . + 
vi"'+ A --) rf + JN +A 
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S e e 4. 

S e e 5. 

Scattering of neutrinos by electrons, pre· 
dieted by the universal theory of weak interac· 
tions ( 8 ). 

Creation of a .e,+e- ·pair in the field of a 
nucleus. 10 This is the inverse process of the 
lepton bremsstrahlung by electrons described 
in 11 • . 

Inverse ~ -decay. 

Forbidden, if \i ¢ )J~ 

Formation of a f.--{, ·pair in the field of 
a nucleus. · . 

Inverse JA-- ·capture .. 

Forbidden, if Ji :;z!: \)J-t--

Inverse 7r- fA" -decay in the field of a 
nucleus. · 

Forbidden, if Y~ ~ l)f'-' 
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18. 

Y,.,.._ +A~ ~--ri<...,..+A 

iJ~+_A. _ _,_J:t +K-+A 
lJf\-+A~.ll~+f'++~+A 

v/N+A-1 flrJ"fS+f+A 

19. v~+e-__,·J.Je.+ fN-
"-' - ,., --llrv +e.. ~ ~a.,.. ~ 

20. V~ +A~ A+ f"' ~e++ 1-'e 

v~N+A ~A+ ~++t + v~ 

. 21. v. +e.-~~ +e..-
' .~ . "" 
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Scauei'i~g of neutrinos by fA
field of a nucleus. 

Inverse f'l- -decay. 

-mesons in the 

Forbidden, if J...J~ :j:. )JfV 

Formation of a 
field of a nucleus . 

(<--- f2, pair in the 

If Ve. :/= J.Jf'- ~ the reacti~n is possible 

only •• a second order process. 

Among the processes enumerated above, only the reactions 1, 2, 3, 10 h~d be~n previously dis

cussed in the literature. For the most of the processes listed above we limit ourselves to the remark$ 

made in the Table. Only some processes, which are .related to 'the problem of the distinction between 

J)f1.. and J..Je particles, are discussed in detail below. 

ARE Ye AND JJ,u- IDENTICAL PARTICLES? 

The upper limit of the mass of neutral leptons emitted in the ~ decay; the magnitude of 

Michel's parameter J' and theoretical considerations show that neutral leptons in the ~ -

decay have a mass equal or close to 0 and are not ~entical. Because of this, the ~- decay is 
usually de!_Cf:ibed as follows: f' ~ e + J.l + }..J 

It is easy to see, however, that experimental and theoretical data require only that the two 

neutral leptons in the fA' -decay should be not identical, but 'do not require that they should be 
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necessa~ily a particle and an anti~article. The possibility has already been discussed 
12 

that the;,. 

re exist two pairs of neutrinos. At first sight the question of the existence of two types of neutri-

nos - an electron neutrino c Ye. > and a muon neutrino c Vf"-' > may be considelr-
ed as an irrelevant and unnecessary complication. There are reasons, however,. which make attracti

ve the hypothesis chat the electron and muon neutrinos are distinct particles. The absence in nature 

· of some processes of the type ~~ l.e I ~+i"..., e+fl. etc. indicates that only pairs involving 
one charged and one neutral particle (see 1 and 2 ) may contribute to.the currents entering into the 

weak interaction Lagrangian. The existence ofonly 'c he.rged' currents might. be naturally explain

ed s jf in nature there would exist a charged vector boson B coupled with different fermions 

by an 'intermediate intensity' interaction. The well-known weak interaction process.es in this 

case would be due to an interaction of the second order with respect to the iintermediate interac-

tion• constant. As is shown in Ref. 13, the nonlocalicy of the J-t-e decay related to the exis-

tance of the incermidiate vector boson would require a transition rate for the decay ft ~ e + 0 
which contradicts the experimental ·data 14 

It can be easily seeq_, however, that even if there exists a f3 .:meson the probability of the 

process J-t-:i€.+lJ' would be zero*, (chat is entirely consistent with the experimencaldata), .if the 

electron and muon neutrinos were different particles. Thus, the fact that the current in the Lagrangi

an of weak interaction is 'charged' would be very well explainable in terms of the intermidiate boso~ · 

assumption only if Ve is different from Vf'l- . 
Besides this re~son, ~.s it seems, the existence of two different types of neutrinos, which are 

not able co annihilate**. is attractive from the point of view of the symmetry and the classification 

of particles and might help to understand the difference in the nature of muons and electrons. . 

. It follows from what has been said chat experimental data on the question 'whether or not )t. 
and ).)~ are identical particles would be of great int.eresc. One possibility to gee information on thi$ 

point would consist in measuring the spirality of the ~ -meson. If in nature there is only one . 

neutrino - antineutrino ·pair ~he v-A -interaction requires a positive· spiralitr -of a fA..- -meson. 

If in the experiment the ~ -spirality turned out to be negative, there would be a strong evidence 

in favour of the existence of two types of neutrinos : the ~+ decay, in this case, might be describ-
ed by the scheme .ft. +-t e + + H~ t J.l~. . · 

* Even II there·lsno /3 meson the process f<._,e+r Is poss'l>le In hiQher order :pproxlmatlone ol the perturbation 
theory,.ll there Ia only one type ol neutrino -antlneutrlno pairs, while It Is absolutely forbidden II ye_ =I= J.lf'- • 

** No,i: tnrt II v~ and J.le. are different particles the m~onlum system/~+ e, -)cannot Qo o~er Into the antlmuonlum 
eyetem ( }A--· e.,. ) In any spprd7d.matlon. . . It - . . 
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. The experi.ment 16 shows, however, that d~e spirality of a· }N- -meson is likely t? be po.; 

sitive, as expected. Therefore, the problem whether diere are two types of neutral lepton pairs in 

nature is open. The positive spirality of a' }A-- -m·eson· iitdicates;·bowever, that .if in nature there 

are really two neutrino-antineutrino pairs the weak inte·raction must be ~scribed just as in (1); .and 

the decay of a ~+ -meson must follow 'the scheme JAf-;e.++ ~e + P;A- .·. Here; as usual, . 

Ye is defined as the particle emitted together' with a positron in ~ · -decay. ]ts spirality, 

deter~ned experimentally' is negative17 (the 'Pe spirality ls,"Of':course,. positive). As for v~ 
and. V~ , these particles are difined as having negath:e and positive'sJir!llity: Thus,_ the decay 

of. a . ·rr+ . -meson· follows the scheme 7r ~ f<}· + J.Jr.- • These notations were 'used in the 
·· · Table of the previous paragraph. · 

' . .' '·T~l~lear up. the question whether Ve . and \)ft. are ~iffere~t patticles thel'e remains one 
pos~ibility which is discussed in the next paragraph. .. · . · 

DISCUSSION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

WHICH, IN PRINCIPLE, IS APT TO ANSWER THE QUESTION AS TO. WHETHER 

. \Je AND Vf"l- AR~ IDENTICAL 

The method which is suggeste.d below is essentially analogous ~that used in deciding. 

whether a neutrino and an antineu.£!.ino (in our definition Ve. and ~.· > are iden.· tical partic
les 2,5 or whether }(0 and J.{0 -mesons are identical particles 18 ,In these cases the·· non-

identity of particles and antiparticles has been proved experimentally by the non-observability of , 

som~· tr~~sition~~ the matrix. elements of.which.differ fr~ 0 o~!Y ifia!ticles and .antiparticles· • .. 
are.Jd~nucal. For example, the absenc::~ of the process l.Jf·/_Ct~ A . re proves that Ve. ·and . · 

Ve are notidentical since the processVe+Ce3~A +e must, undoubtedly, occurs. 
In our case we are not concerned with the problem already solved of the non-identity of neu

trinos ~nd antineutrinos, .but with that of ~he p~ssible non-identity,of Ve and )Jf'- (or of }l 
and. Yfv ). . . · . . . . · · ·. · · ,.._ . 

To solve this problem it is suggested to test experimenta,!!y whether a beam of Vfv is able 
to induce transitions which may be, ·undoubtedly, .induced by .. ·.~ . ~particles. From an experimen- · 

tal point of view a·beam of milan neutrinos is·m·Qre attractive than an electron -neutrino beam for 

the following re~sons. Usual intensive sources of electron neutrinos are radioacti~e isotopes. 

The latter ones by, their rtature are rtot 'capable of ·~mitting neutrino.s of high energies. On the cont-
rary, muon neutrirtos are obtainecl, naturally, ~ith'high energy. . . . . .... 

On the one h~n·ci, it is ofi~terest to use antirteu,trin~ ofvery hlgh energy, say,lUJO M~V,since 
the cross.section for the processes.iriduced by thescfparticies rapidly.increases with energy. On 
the other hand, at very .hig,h energies the intensity of .muon ~e~trino gener~ti~~ decreases ··due t~ a 

relativistic lengths!,ting of the pion lifetimes. Therefore,' we discuss here the arrangement of' an 
experiment· with Yf'v of e~ergy of . <. 100 MeV. ·. . 

Consider for example the reactions (see the Table I) 
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(a) 

(b). 

Reaction ( b ), if \Je and )J}'- are identical partic:les, was successfully observed by 

Reines and Cowan 4 'j ifVe_t~ 
1 

(fr) is not observable. The reaction (a) is a threshold reac

tion and is unobservable at energies < 100 MeV. The problem consists in determining the 

cross section for the reaction ( b ). In the energy range where the neutron from the reaction ( b ) 

may be detected with a good efficiency inside a large scintillation counter containing cadmium, 

Reines's and Cowan's method is quite. suitable~ When an event induced by the reaction ( b) takes 

place, two impulses will appear in the scintillation counter one. One of these corresponds to the . 
positron energy release (the neutron gets .a small share of energy) and the second, which is delay:
ed. w.ith respect to the first impulse corresponds to the photon energy released in the neutron cap

ture by cadmium. To detect the reaction ( b ) a scintillation counter of the Reines and Cowan type 

may)e bombarded by a beam of mucm ..3ntineutrinos which because of their energy are not capable 

of .inducing the reaction ( a ) .. Such ·. ).)~ beam .must have a n..sgligible small contamination of elec

tron antineutrinos, which might induce the 'trivial' reaction Ye. t f'.--7 e++'ltv. -· 
In order to clear up the experimental conditions, we consider the production of neutra~ 

. leptons of different types in an accelerator of protons, say, a 700 MeV accelerator. 

The radioelements which are produced in the target and in other parts of the accelerator are -sources of \Je , and to a less extent, Ye ·with a low energy ( f 10 MeV). These electron 

neutrinos. do not give a dangerous background, since: 
a) their energy is.small, and, essentially, they can be easily discriminated by analyzing the 

. corresponding pulses from the scintillator; _, + 
b) the cross section for the reaction Ve,+fv-7 'kte is proportionarto the square of th~ 

incident andneutrino energy, and, thus, it is relatively small at low energies. Pions of both signs 

will be produced in the accelerator target. They will generate neutral leptons as follows: 

1. n rr":t ~.,. -r VI"' 2> ~ + --7 e -t-+ Ve + PJN 

-3> _ rr~ fA';+ P"rv 4> ~ ... ~ e- + ij, + Pf\' 

5) ~- t nucleus· ~ J)f«-' 

Contaminations of V.e_ and JJ~ in the beams are not harmful, since it is already known 

that neutrinos (both v~ and H~. ) c~not induce the reaction under consideration. It is easy to 

see that the 'h!rmful' contamination of JJ.e, appears only from the decay ( 4) of ·{L- .-mesons. 
However, /-<' -mesons stopping in matter of high atomic number (it is not difficult to make it im

possible for mesons to stop in light materials) do not practically undergo a fA-- -decay. As far as 
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a rv -decay in flight. is concerned, it may be ne~le.cted, sin~e the decay mean free path of ~ 
· mesons is measured in hundreds of meters whereas .lt 1s reasonable to place the detector of the rea<1-

tion (b) at a distance ofA!O meters from the.Jarget. 
Thu~ it is possi~e to obtain a beam of \)~ -particles, which practically has no contamination 

of \Je, . The \)~ fr?m reacti,en (2), (originating from stopped ~T -mesons); have a mean. 

energy ofrw 35 .MeV, whereas J)r- from reaction (3) ~ay have considerably greater energy (de-

cay in flight), b~ their intensity will be in general small. , · + 
The number of \Jrv produced in reaction (2) may be close to that of the 1f produced in the 

target~ Therefore,the numbe~ of Vf-.· generated in modern phasotrons· may attain the value 10 1~/sec .. 
Models of new accelerators are being discussed now in which the intensity of the accelerated pro

tons may be increased as .much as;_Sy three ·orders of magnit~de. Thus, one may hope that in the · · 

nead~ture a flux cp ·of 108 .Vf.V /cm2 sec. at ·a.distance of 10m from the target. may become 

real. THe cross section for the process (b) was estimated by the perturbation theory and turried out 

to be: 2.1(>-41 cm2, if Ve..=Vf"- for . ~"" of knergy of 35 MeV If we make use of a scintilla-
tion counter of the·Reines and Cowan's type (1-2 tons), the number of events is equal to...j_perhour 

( t:f.v JOB j cm2 sec), if the detection efficiency is unity andH Ve.:: ).}f-lo: · 
·As Reines and Cowan4 showed recently, the efficiency may exceed 0.5. The recording of 

events under consideration is less difficult technically than in Reines and Cowan's experiment, as ..... ' . . ' . 

the energy of the emitted \)/-" -particles is large. Thus, the reality of the experiment depends 

upon the magnitude of the background, which is very difficult to evaluate a priori. . One may only 

note that unfortunately, the ratio signal to background must be considerably less than i~ Reines and 
. ' . . ...... ', 

Cowan~s experiment. It is of interest to note that · VJ-v from reaction (2), in contrast to the neu-

trons emitted in the target, are emitted isotropically. This' makes it possible to decrease the diffi-· 
... ,. 

culties which. are due to the accelerator hackg~ound;. the detector of Vrv must be placed at an 

angle ,G 90° with respect to the direction of the protons incident on the target . 

. . Sum~,a~~~:~~~ _?n,~ -~ay say that experiments planned to test the identity of . Ve and ).)~-") 
though very. difficult, must be seriously thought ovel' when new intense accelerators are being design:
ed. In particular,' the. problem of radiation shielding in such experiments must be considered at a ve

ry early stage of the. accelerator's design. 

In conclusion the author considers it his pleasant duty to thank Chou Huang ·chao, 

L.B. Okun, and J .A. Smorodinskyfor numerous discuss4ons. . 
-------------. _____ J 
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